
THE HOMOLOGY OF KUMMER MANIFOLDS

E. SPANIER

The theory of Kummer surfaces is a classical topic in algebraic

geometry.1 A generalization to higher dimensions has been given by

W. Wirtinger.2 The varieties introduced by Wirtinger may be called

Kummer varieties and have algebraic dimension n with 22n ordinary

double points. If these double points are desingularized in a standard

manner by means of "dilatations," one obtains nonsingular varieties

whose underlying manifolds will be called Kummer manifolds of

complex dimension n (topological dimension 2n).

The question of the torsion of Kummer varieties has been discussed

recently by A. Andreotti;3 since this author, however, did not de-

singularize the varieties under consideration, his results give no

answer to the basic question whether they admit nonramified cover-

ings or not. This question will be settled here by showing that the

desingularized model mentioned above is simply connected ; moreover,

its homology groups will be determined for all dimensions.4

From a purely topological point of view all Kummer manifolds of

a given dimension are homeomorphic to one another and may be de-

fined as follows. Let T denote the 2«-dimensional torus (n ^ 2) re-

garded as the 2w-fold product of the complex numbers of absolute

value one with itself. For a subset s of the integers 1, ■ ■ ■ , 2n let p,

denote that point of T defined by

Í    1 ii j Es,
jih coordinate of p, = <

(—1 if j E s.

The points p, are the points equal to their inverses under the group

structure on T. Let G denote the group of transformations on T con-

sisting of the identity and the map g: T^>T defined by g(x)=the

inverse of x with respect to the group operation on T. For each 5 let

B, denote an open 2«-dimensional ball about p„ with boundary S,
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(a (2ra — l)-dimensional sphere) such that G(B,)CB, and the map

g\S, is the antipodal map. Let X=T— U58; then A is a manifold

with boundary US,. G acts on X without fixed points, and we let

X = X/G denote the orbit space of X under the action of G. Let

/: X—>X denote the natural projection. A is a manifold with boundary

UP, where each P, is a real projective space of dimension 2n — 1.

Consider the circle fibering P—>M oí (2n — l)-dimensional real

projective space over the complex projective space of complex dimen-

sion n — i and let C denote the mapping cylinder of this fibering.

Then C is a manifold with boundary P. For each s let Cs denote a

copy of C in which the boundary P has been identified with Pa. Then

K=X\J\}C, is the Kummer manifold of dimension 2« (in the topo-

logical sense).

Theorem 1. K is simply connected.

Proof. We shall use n(F) to denote the fundamental group of a

space Y. Since each B, is a ball of dimension 2n>2, it follows that

n(A)—>n(7") is an isomorphism onto; hence, n(X) is the free abelian

group on 2«-generators y¿ where y¿ is represented by a path in X

which is homotopic in T to the ith factor of T considered as a closed

path at p,0 where s<> is the empty subset of 1, • • • , 2«. A path repre-

senting y i can be thought of as composed of four subpaths abiCi(gbi)~l

where bi is a path in the ith factor from a point x0 on SSo to a point

Xi on S3i (where s¿ denotes the 1-element subset of 1, • • -, 2w con-

sisting solely of i), a is a path on S,0 from gx0 to x0, and d is a path on

SSi from x,- to gx,. The element g acting on 11(A) sends each element

into its negative. Since A is a double covering of X with g as covering

transformation, it follows that 11(A) is the extension of II(X) by an

element of order 2 acting on n(A) to send every element into its in-

verse. Hence, if we let y,- (* = 1, • • • , 2n) denote the images in n(A)

of the elements y< of n(A) and let zCIi(X) denote the image of the

nontrivial element of n(P,0) under the injection n(P„0)—n(A), we

see that 11(A) is the group generated by yi, • • ■ , y2„ and z where the

y i generate a free abelian subgroup and zy,2=yr1.

Under the natural map /: X—>X we see that a maps into a repre-

sentative fa of 2. Hence, 2y¿ is represented by /(&i)/(cí)/([gO¿]_1)

=f(bi)f(ci) \f(bi) ]-1. Now f(ci) represents a generator of II(PS<) so it

follows that U(X) is generated by the images LKP,)—>II(A) (trans-

lated to a common base point).

From the exact sequence of homotopy groups

-► n2(C) -> n,(c, P) -» n(P) -* n(c) = n(M) = o,
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we see that n2(C, P)->LI(P) is onto (and also that II, (C, P)=0).

Therefore, for each s, the map IÏ-2(C», P,)—>n2(P,) is onto so by adding

the C, to X we kill all the elements of II(X) in the images of the

n(P„). Since we can add no new elements to II (X) by the addition

of the C, (because IIi(C., P.) =0), it follows that Tl(K) =0.

Theorem 2. K has no torsion and its Betti numbers r,- are

Í 0 if i is odd,

1 if i = 0, 2m,
ri =

\0+ 22n if i is even and 0 < i < 2n.

Proof. We first obtain the cohomology structure of X, then that of

X and finally that of K. We use three coefficient groups, namely, R

the reals, / the integers, and J2 the integers mod 2.

(a) The integral cohomology algebra H*(X; J) is an algebra gener-

ated by Mi, • • • , M2n of degree 1 and v, (s9¿s0) of degree 2m — 1 with

the relations

2

Ui = 0,       «i • • • «2n = 0,       v,w = 0 (any w).

To prove (a) consider the exact triangle

H*(T;J)-rH*(X;J)

\/
H*(T, X; J).

Now Hl(T, X; J)=0 if îV2m and if ¿ = 2m is the direct sum of 22n

infinite cyclic groups. The map H2n(T, X; J)->H2n(T; J) sends the

22n-tuple of integers (m„) into the integer ^2« n>- F°r each s^s0 let

v,EH*(X; J) be an element mapping into the 22n-tuple (n(s)t>) where

0   if  s' 9^ S, Jo,

n(s)t' = •     1 if / = s,

— 1   if   S'   =  Jo-

Then the elements (n(s)B') generate the kernel of H2"(T, X; J)

-^H2n(T; J). The quotient of H*(T; J) by the image of H*(T, X; J)

is isomorphic to a subalgebra of H*(X; J), and the quotient of

H*(X; J) by this subalgebra is isomorphic to the kernel of H2n(T, X; J)

—>H2n(T; J). Letting m¿ denote the image in HX(X; J) of the element

of Hl(T; J) corresponding to the i'th factor of T, we see that the Ui

and v, for s^Sa satisfy (c).
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(b) We recall the following facts about the relation between the

cohomology of X and that of X which result from the fact that A is a

double covering of X.b

(1) Since A has no torsion, the only torsion coefficients of X are 2.

(2) The real cohomology algebra H*(X; R) is isomorphic to the

subalgebra of H*(X; R) invariant under G.

(3) The cohomology mod 2 is related by the exact sequence

-► H\X; J2) U W(X; J2) -* W( X; J2) -» H*\ X; J2) -> • • • .

Since the action of g on H*(X; R) is given by g(u¡) = —Ui and

g(v,) =v„ it follows from (2) that the rational Betti numbers of A are

ri(X;R)

0 if i is odd and < 2n — 1,

is even and < 2»,(T)if¿is

22n - 1 if i = 2« - 1.

To find the Betti numbers mod 2, r,(A; J2), note first that we have

the exact sequence

0 -* HB(X; /,) -* HKX; J2) -* E\X; J2) -* W(X; I2).

Therefore, n(X; J,) £n(%; J2) + l =2n + l. On the other hand, U(X)

was found during the proof of Theorem 1, and from it we see that

Hi(X; J) is the direct sum of 2n + \ groups of order 2 so ri(X; J2)

^2n+l. Hence, n(X; J2)=2n + \ and/*: W(X; J2)^H\X; J2) is

onto.

For i<2n — 1, iP(X; J2) is generated by products of elements of

ID(X; J2) so we see that/*: H{(X; J,)-*H*(^; J2) is onto for such i.

It follows that in the exact sequence of (3) the map H*(X; J2)

-*H*(X; Ji) is trivial for ¿<2»-l so H<(X; J^W+^X; Jt) is an

isomorphism into for i<2n — \. Hence, for i<2n — 1,

H\X; J2) « H^X; J2) ©fl¡(I; /2)

whence

u(X;Ji) = (*"\ + n-i(X;J2) = Z( n\

6 These statements can be seen to follow from the results of S. D. Liao [^4 theorem

on periodic transformations of homology spheres, Ann. of Math. vol. 56 (1952) pp. 68-

83]. (1) and (2) are easily verified directly from the fact that the cochain group of X

is isomorphic to the subgroup of the cochain group of X invariant under g. The

sequence in (3) is the Gysin sequence of the fibering X—>X by 0-spheres.
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At the top dimension we have the exact sequence

0 _+ H2"~2(X; /,) -+ H2»-i(X;J2) -> H2-\X; /2) -> H2»-\X; J2) -» 0.

Hence, r2n_i(Z; /¡O+^n-i^; Ji)=r2n-2(X; J2)+rs»-i(X; J2) or

-s CO2r2n_i(X;/2) =    2- I   . ) + 2n + 21» - 1
iS2n-2\.7  /

= 2(22" - 1)

so

r2n-i(X;/2) = 22»- 1
iS2n-l \J /

Having the rational and mod 2 Betti numbers and remembering

that all torsion coefficients are 2 we obtain the following result for the

integral cohomology of X.

H*(X;J)

where

0 if i is odd and < 2m — 1,

Jh if i = 2m — 1,

. Jp ® (Ji)q if i is even and < 2m,

k = 22» - 1,    p = ( *Y    and    5=     £    (2*Y

(c) To obtain the cohomology of K we use the exact sequence

-> H(K, X; J) -» ¿Z¡(¿¡:; /) -» ff;(X; /) -» H^K, X; /)-*••• .

Now H{(K, X; J) is isomorphic to the direct sum of /r-(C, P; /) with

itself 22n times. It is easily verified that

(0 if i is odd,
H\C,P;J) = «^

(./ if i is even and 5= 2m.

Hence, we see from the above exact sequence that H^K; J)=Q if i

is odd and <2m —1. Also ¿Z2n-1(¿£; /) is isomorphic to a subgroup of

H2n~l(X; J); the latter is free so H2n"'í(K; J) has no torsion. Since

by duality the rank of H2n~l(K; J) equals the rank of Hl(K; J),

which is zero, we see that H2n~l(K; J) =0. Hence, the only nontrivial

cohomology groups of K are even-dimensional. From the duality

theorem it follows that K has no torsion. To complete the proof of

Theorem 2 we need only calculate the ranks of the even dimensional

cohomology groups of K. Using the exact sequence, it is easily seen
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that the rank of H'(K; J) is the sum of the ranks of H{(X; J) and

H<(K, X; J) so equals

(2n\
Í      ) + 22n if i is even and 0 < i < 2«,

and this completes the proof.

University of Chicago

A FIXED POINT THEOREM FOR CONTINUOUS
MULTI-VALUED TRANSFORMATIONS

ROBERT L. PLUNKETT

1. Introduction. There are several different definitions of con-

tinuity for multi-valued transformations in existence in the literature

[l]. Each definition is accompanied naturally by the question: which

topological spaces X have the property that, for each continuous

multi-valued transformation Foi X intoX, there exists an x£X with

x£F(x)? This property is abbreviated F.p.p. and the point x such

that x£F(x) is called a fixed point under F. In [2], using one brand

of continuity, Strother has shown that each closed and bounded

interval I of real numbers has the F.p.p., but that the square, IXI,

does not have it. Here, the concept of continuity will be the same as

that in [2] and we shall answer the question above, restricting the

topological spaces to be continuous curves (compact, locally con-

nected, metric continua). More specifically, we shall prove that a

continuous curve has the F.p.p. if and only if it is a dendrite [3,

p. 88].
We shall employ the following characterization of continuity due

to Strother [l]:

A multi-valued transformation F of a space A into a compact Haus-

dorff space Y is continuous if and only if, for each x0£A, it is true

that:

(1) F(xo) is closed,

(2) V open and containing F(x0) implies that there exists an open

set U' containing x0 such that, if xG U', then P(x) C V, and
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